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Husqvarna LG 504

LG 504 is a powerful, reliable reversible plate compactor to efficiently
compact deep and medium-deep granular soil. It makes an effective
alternative/complement to rollers when compacting in confined areas.
It features an ergonomic, service-friendly design and comes equipped
with a Hatz 1D81Z diesel engine with electric start and compaction
indicator.

Motor/engine

model
 4-stroke air-

cooled

Output power

(As rated by

the

engine/motor

manufacturer)

 9.1 kW

Speed 32 m/min

Weight 470 kg

Select product variant

COMPACTORS LG 504 Hatz | 550 mm | CI | EL - 967 85 55-04



Article number : COMPACTORS LG 504

Hatz | 550 mm | CI | EL - 967 85 55-04

Our local salesman can give you price quotes, book a
demo or give you a call to talk more.
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FEATURES

Want to take a closer look? Learn more about the product in depth by exploring its features and benefits.

Plates made to last

The plates are made from the extremely durable and wear-resistant

Hardox 400 steel. The special design keeps rocks from getting stuck

between the plate and frame.
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Strong protection, easy transportation

The heavy-duty steel frame protects the engine and transmission.

The frame is also equipped with a lifting eye for easy transportation.

Know when you’re done

The compaction indicator tells you when the ground is ideally com-

pacted and when to move on to the next task, saving you time and

money.

Ergonomics and efficiency

The vibration damping handle allows you to work efficiently for hours.

Show more features 

SPECIFICATIONS

 Engine
Motor/engine model 4-stroke air-cooled

Output power (As rated by the engine/motor

manufacturer)

9.1 kW

Exhaust emissions (CO2 EU V) 975 g/kWh

Power/fuel type Diesel

 Specifications

Speed forward max 0.03 km/h

Speed 32 m/min

Starter Electric

 Dimensions
Weight 470 kg

 Sound and noise
Sound power level, guaranteed (LWA) 109 dB(A)

Sound pressure level at operators ear 108 dB(A)




